
An example of our client with several computers
A typical example of our client having this “scope” of equipment is a practitioner working in his out-patient 
office. He handles a part of his agenda from home, where, in addition to a home office, we have 
designed and furnished a home multimedia „studio“.

1     Physician’s computer. In addition to important 
and common software, we have also installed his 
main tool - specialised PC DOKTOR software. 
The computer also serves as a main station for 
saving data and images, communication with 
health insurance companies, issuing electronic 
recipes and many other activities.

2     To speed up the work, a nurse has her own 
station to access the database in the physician’s 
computer. She can print recipes or vouchers, 
make records in medical cards and perform 
other activities, while the practitioner examined 
their patients. To have an overview, she can see 
images from a camera in the waiting room on 
the screen of the monitor.

3     A network printer prints black&white and colour 
copies of all documents from the practitioner’s 
computer, nurse’s workplace as well as scanner.

4     The scanner enables scanning documents, medical 
reports of external out-patient examinations, and 
electronically save them in the internal records, 
or send the scanned documents by e-mail, as 
needed.

5     A UPS back-up source as a security against 
losing data in case of power failure.

6     Practitioner’s personal laptop serves for his per-
sonal as well as private use. It is also connected 
in the network and important data are mutually 
synchronised and backed-up with the main station.
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7     We have installed various apps to the client’s 
mobile phone and set all his „digital identities” – 
e.g. to mobile banking, electronic mailing, social 
networks or an access to their “cloud”, where his 
various data are saved. 
We have set his electronic mail to be synchronised 
with work mail in the out-patient office and private 
mail at home. In this way, he has all inbound mail 
available and he can respond by return. 
He also has a direct connection to the security sys-
tem at home and in the out-patient office. He can thus 
see an on-line image from cameras. He can also 
remotely set the time and temperature of heating.

8     A WiFi router and network switch ensure the 
internet connection and the creation of an 
internal wireless network to interconnect all the 
devices.

9     Medical devices - such as ECG, Holter, ultra-
sound unit, X-ray scanner etc. Their outputs are 
connected to the network for further processing 
and archiving.

10     A home computer of our client for his private 
electronic communication, social networks, editing 
and saving photographs etc. By means of the 
installed remote access, he can also work on his 
computer in the out-patient office from home.

11    A WiFi router ensures the internet connection and 
wireless interconnection all the devices at home 
as well.

12    A colour printer for printing photographs or other 
„household” documents.

13    We have designed a multimedia computer to 
our client to play films, listen to music from the 
internet or play sophisticated computer games.

14    We have also added a TV set and connected it to the 
network so it can be used as a really large monitor.

15    To guard all these devices at home as well as in 
the out-patient office, we have installed a security 
system. Our client receives information about 
possible disturbance immediately in his mobile 
phone, including video camera images. 

We have customised and delivered all the mentioned devices to our client according to 
his needs. We installed and commissioned them, and gave advice with their optimum use. 
Futhermore, we take care of them in case of any problems.


